
Dear Anca & Rose, 21.07.2008 
 

More comes up in me, when watching this movie I saw universal pain of love, it was 
not just about the main characters, I saw it is about everybody. Everyone wants to be with 
his/her beloved, it is everyone's pain. It is in every single human being with no exceptions 
whatsoever! How incredible to feel it this way suddenly so clearly like I feel now. 
 

I'm just now sitting here and crying and writing you and my chest is in pain. My 
middle heart area. I have so much tears to cry still this lifetime, so much... It is so much 
aching in my heart this longing to be with the beloved. Same time everybody is so incredibly 
vulnerable in this pain, it is amazing... We are all so vulnerable... We are all subject to the 
same pain. The same basic pain... me, Rose, Anca, but also Azar, now I see it clearer 
suddenly! He himself is subject to this pain too, there are no exceptions. The ‘only’ difference 
between Azar and others is that he feels it all consciously, not withdrawing nor closing off 
from this pain, but I just see it so clearly suddenly that he is also subject to this human pain, 
so strange I never saw it this way before... We are all being humbled in love, just this. Got 
pain in right heart just now. I see Azar as more human than ever before suddenly, I am 
shocked. He is subject to all the same laws of nature as anybody else, quite shocking for me to 
see it suddenly from this perspective. He is just the most Humble Human Being I have ever 
met. A Human Being Who Took and Takes his Responsibility for his Pain and that's It. 
Nothing special in itself however unique and extremely rare. 
 

Baksh - Thank you for Showing me how to Live, how to Be. Thank you for Being 
Here, for your Humbleness. I'm crying now heavily so amazed by you... 
 
Satl in tears 


